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The valuation of future customer activity is a mainstay of any organization seeking to efficiently
manage its customer portfolio. In the area of customer-base analytics, the ongoing race for pre-
dictive power has yielded a large corpus of research to assist managers in this respect. Ap-
proaches in the tradition of stochastic models have been particularly successful because they
rely only on easy-to-compute key metrics and integrate them within a parsimonious
probability-modeling framework. Recent advances in this field have demonstrated that incor-
porating the timing regularity of past purchases can improve predictive accuracy relative to
purely recency/frequency-based approaches. This paper expands that idea and introduces gen-
eralizations of a well-established probability model, the BG/NBD (Fader et al., 2005a), by re-
placing the exponential with a more flexible Erlang-k interarrival timing process. The
resulting model variants are capable of leveraging regularity while retaining almost the same
level of data requirements and algorithmic efficiency. Using extensive simulation studies and
six data sets covering a wide range of empirical settings the authors demonstrate substantial
improvements in predictive accuracy against the baseline models and performance gains
close to or on par with a more complex model alternative. The availability of efficient and eas-
ily accessible implementations of the new model variants in the R-package BTYDplus allows
marketing analysts to apply them in large-scale scenarios of data-rich environments on a
continuous basis.
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1. Introduction

The valuation of customers is at the core of any business seeking to optimize profitability by acquiring and retaining the most
valuable customers. However, accurately assessing a customer's residual value (also referred to as “customer lifetime value”, CLV)
is based on her future activities and thus is unknown and needs to be estimated (Gupta et al., 2006). This becomes particularly
challenging in settings in which the customer-firm relationship is of a noncontractual nature (Reinartz & Kumar, 2000), where
the organization is unable to directly observe whether a customer is still active or has already (silently) defected. In any case, mak-
ing predictions routinely (and subsequently assessing the predictive accuracy) for a large number of customers requires a system-
atic data-driven methodology. A variety of approaches developed in or around the marketing discipline ranges from regression-
type models, via machine learning techniques to probabilistic models of consumer behavior (e.g., Fader & Hardie, 2009; Gupta
utterer), michael.platzer@mostly.ai, (M. Platzer), nadine.schroeder@wu.ac.at. (N. Schröder).
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et al., 2006; Malthouse, 2009). Nevertheless, any further improvements in the field of customer analytics will help marketers to
exploit even better the heterogeneity in their customer base through tailored direct marketing activities.

Probability models are a particularly prominent model class for customer-base analysis in noncontractual settings. Most of
these models rely on only two pieces of information, which can be easily computed from the transaction records of virtually
any customer cohort, namely when a customer was last active (recency, R) and how active a customer has been in the past (fre-
quency, F). A number of factors contribute to the ongoing popularity of RF-based probability models: They parsimoniously and ef-
ficiently utilize readily available data, they are rooted in well-grounded “behavioral stories”, key variables of managerial interest
are easy to estimate (because closed-form expressions are typically available), and – most important – they exhibit surprisingly
good predictive accuracy for long decision horizons, at both the aggregate and the individual level (Batislam et al., 2007; Fader
et al., 2005b; Fader et al., 2010; Fader, Hardie, Lee, 2005a). In an era of “big data,” these arguments make RF-based models scalable
for data-rich environments and thus a mainstay of any customer-base analyst's toolbox.

Despite their stunningly good performance in many empirical settings, some authors have recently challenged the capability of
approaches using just two simple metrics to adequately summarize key aspects of a customer's purchase history. More specifically,
Zhang et al. (2015) and Platzer and Reutterer (2016) make the case for additionally leveraging information on interevent timing
patterns to gain predictive accuracy. Zhang et al. (2015) provide an easy-to-compute measure summarizing (ir-)regularities in
timing patterns. The authors demonstrate that adding a clumpiness metric, which measures the degree of unevenly distributed
interevent times, can improve RF-based regressions on out-of-sample observations. Platzer and Reutterer (2016) develop a fully
integrated stochastic consumer behavior model that is capable of capturing a variety of timing patterns while still remaining ro-
bust in the presence of churn and for the, typically large, share of customers for whom few (fewer than ten) events have been
recorded (see Section 5 of Platzer & Reutterer, 2016). This model, termed Pareto/GGG (i.e., a gamma-gamma-gamma mixture
for modeling the interevent timing process and customer heterogeneity), results in improved predictive accuracy even for only
mild degrees of regularity in the observed timing patterns. However, these gains in flexibility and predictive power come at the
expense of a significant increase in computational cost and implementation complexity. For example, drawing individual-level Pa-
reto/GGG parameters for a single cohort of 1.5 million customers newly acquired by an anonymous online retailer over a monthly
time period requires 10 h of computation time.1 Given anticipated advances in hardware technology and distributed computing
power, this might not sound like a substantial issue at first sight. However, there are scenarios in which a fast, computationally
efficient evaluation of future customer behavior is imperative. This is particularly the case for companies such as the video
game publisher Electronic Arts Inc., which intends to update the CLV “daily for a billion customers around the world” (Driscoll,
2017). Despite that they do not require full purchase histories but only customer-level summary statistics for parameter estima-
tion, extending such analyses to a firm's complete portfolio of customer cohorts makes the empirical application of complex
models such as the Pareto/GGG an extremely computationally demanding task.

Against the background of these potential operational difficulties in real-world settings, the purpose of this research is twofold:
First, this paper develops probabilistic customer behavior models capable of leveraging regularity without any noteworthy loss of
sufficiency compared to their base models. In fact, the newly introduced models require exactly the same pieces of information per
customer as the Pareto/GGG does, but they entail a considerably lower computational cost. Thus, the availability of such models
should enable a wider range of marketing analysts and companies to benefit from improved prediction accuracy in the presence
of timing regularity. Second, we evaluate the achievable theoretical improvement offered by these models relative to their baseline
models and the Pareto/GGG using simulation studies and provide empirical evidence for gaining a significant increase in predictive
power in a number of real-world cases. As our benchmarking results show, the performance gains are close to or on par with the
Pareto/GGG, despite that the newly introduced models do not account for customer heterogeneity in timing regularity but are
much easier in use.

The paper is organized as follows: In the next section, we review some recent developments in the field of probabilistic cus-
tomer models after the introduction of the seminal Pareto/NBD model (Schmittlein et al., 1987), revisit the motivation to incorpo-
rate regularity and discuss relationships with the issue of clumpiness. Next, we develop a new model class for customer-base
analysis, which builds on two well-established models but generalizes their transaction process component to allow for regularity
within the timing patterns. The latter is achieved by replacing the Poisson assumption for interpurchase times with a more general
Erlang-k distribution. We derive closed-form key expressions for fast and efficient computation. In Section 4, we report the results
of two extensive simulation studies that shed light on the performance of the newly introduced model class compared with their
base models and the more flexible Pareto/GGG. Furthermore, we confirm the models' capability to increase predictive performance
in real-world settings using six empirical data sets from a variety of industries and provide a cost-benefit analysis vis-à-vis the
more flexible Pareto/GGG. Finally, we summarize our research, derive implications and recommendations for future model users
and address further research opportunities.

2. Variations of the Pareto/NBD model

Over the past decades, numerous stochastic models have been proposed to capture defection processes in noncontractual set-
tings (Fader & Hardie, 2009). These “buy-till-you-die” models share the core assumption that an underlying, latent behavioral pro-
cess triggers the current status (i.e., active vs. defected) of a customer-firm relationship. To make inferences about this status, they
1 The Pareto/GGG reference implementation provided in the R-package BTYDplus available fromhttps://cran.r-project.org/ on aMacBook Pro 2.2 i7 and 16GBRAM i
used.
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condense past transaction records into a set of observable indicator variables such as R and F (which are sufficient statistics given
the assumptions of the Pareto/NBD and related models), or any other directly observable activity. All these models assume some
behavioral “story” about the purchase and the defection process. In a continuous-time setting (which is the focus here), the prom-
inent probability model developed by Schmittlein et al. (1987) proposes that an active customer buys according to a heteroge-
neous transaction process represented by a gamma-Poisson mixture, which results in a negative binomial distribution (NBD).
Combining this with a gamma mixture of exponentials (or Pareto Type II) as a timing model for defection leads to the Pareto/
NBD model.

Since then, various modifications of the Pareto/NBD have been proposed: Fader et al. (2005a) impose a different
“customer death story” by restricting the occurrence of a dropout to the repurchase incidents using a (mathematically more con-
venient) beta-geometric (BG) dropout process. Batislam et al. (2007) and Hoppe and Wagner (2007) modified the BG/NBD (thus,
MBG/NBD) by adding an additional dropout opportunity at time zero to avoid assuming zero-repeat buyers to stay alive. Jerath et
al. (2011) propose and extensively discuss the effect of specifying latent attrition in discretized calendar instead of transaction
time. Bemmaor and Glady (2012) generalize the Pareto by using a gamma mixture of Gompertz distributions, which allows for
a non-constant hazard rate.

2.1. Prior research on incorporating timing regularity in repeat purchase models

All the above-mentioned variations of the original Pareto/NBD model are concerned with modifications of the customer drop-
out process, which is by definition unobservable in noncontractual settings. For the (observable) per-period purchase frequency
distribution, they all share the assumption of following a Poisson process, which is equivalent to assuming independently and ex-
ponentially distributed interevent times. Because the mode of the exponential distribution is at time zero (i.e., purchases are most
likely to be repeated immediately) and independence of the elapsed times imply a memoryless process, the Poisson assumption is
not capable of accounting for more (or less) regular than random interpurchase timing (cf. Chatfield & Goodhardt, 1973;
Schmittlein & Morrison, 1983). Alternative approaches to accommodate such duration dependence of interevent waiting times
are the gamma, the generalized gamma, the Weibull and the lognormal distributions (Allenby et al., 1999; McShane et al.,
2008; Winkelmann, 1995). Other attempts to allow for more flexibility and better data fit include the two-parameter COM-
Poisson generalization, which can accommodate a wide range of over and under-dispersion (Mzoughia et al., 2018; Mzoughia &
Limam, 2014).

In the marketing literature, the majority of contributions seeking to characterize more regular than Poisson purchases adopt the
Erlang-k family of distributions. Introduced by Herniter (1971) to model interpurchase times, the Erlang-k distribution is a special
case of the gamma distribution with a positive integer k as the shape parameter. Fig. 1 illustrates for a series of Erlang-k distribu-
tions the property of a non-zero mode for k ≥ 1, with higher k values implying stronger degrees of regularity in the interevent
timing patterns. The latter effect also becomes apparent from inspecting the derived random samples of corresponding timing pat-
terns (the horizontal lines represent the time line of a customer sample, each short vertical line being a purchase). Notice that the
Erlang-k collapses to the exponential distribution if k equals 1.

Chatfield and Goodhardt (1973) adopted the idea of an Erlang-2 timing process in the repeat-buying setting, which yields a
count model following a “condensed” (i.e., variance less than mean) Poisson distribution. Letting the purchase rate vary across cus-
tomers according to a gamma distribution, this results in a condensed NBD (or CNBD) model. Since then, the assumption of an
Erlang-2 timing and its CNBD counting model counterpart have received empirical support in various packaged consumer goods
categories (see, e.g., Morrison & Schmittlein, 1981, 1988; Gupta, 1988, 1991; Wu & Chen, 2000a). Furthermore, Kim and Park
(1997) propose a mixture model of the exponential and the Erlang-2 distribution with heterogeneous frequency for shopping
trip intervals. Fader et al. (2004) address the issue of nonstationarity in buying rates and propose a dynamic changepoint
model to improve predictions for new product sales after the period of trial purchases. In the same setting, Schweidel and
Fader (2009) allow customers to evolve from an initial state with exponential purchasing to a “steady state” with a more regular
Erlang-2 timing process. With the exception of Wu and Chen (2000a; 2000b) none of the above-mentioned work on Erlang-k pur-
chase timing allows for customer dropout. Furthermore, all of these studies are more concerned with improving within calibration
period data fit and only a few with predictions of the aggregated future number of transactions in a customer base. The often rel-
atively small improvements in aggregate-level model fit achieved at the expense of a substantial increase in model complexity
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Fig. 1. Erlang-k probability density functions and sampled timing patterns.
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may be one of the major reasons that many researchers in this field have concluded that moving from a Poisson to an Erlang-k
timing model is “not worth the extra effort” (Chatfield & Goodhardt, 1973).
2.2. Combining non-Poisson purchases with latent attrition

As we will elaborate further below, it can be shown that once we move to a nonstationary setting with latent attrition (which
is the typical buy-till-you-die structure), accounting for regularity in interevent timing can be leveraged to make better inference
on a customer's latent defection status, which in turn translates into improved individual-level holdout predictions. Using a sto-
chastic model with fully integrated latent attrition, Platzer and Reutterer (2016) have demonstrated that this can be achieved
even for only mildly regular timing patterns, and the gain is more pronounced for stronger regularity (i.e., smaller variance in
interpurchase timing). More specifically, it can be shown that the more regular historical timing patterns are, the easier it is to
identify a churn event based on an overly long purchase hiatus. In other words, the benefits of accounting for regularity might
be less clear if the focus is on model fit on a customer cohort level but become more evident in situations when latent attrition
matters and individual-level predictions are key. Platzer and Reutterer's (2016) Pareto/GGG model generalizes the Pareto/NBD
by replacing the assumption of an exponential with a flexible gamma distribution for interpurchase times. In this model, the
rate parameter λ of that gamma distribution remains a measure of purchase frequency, whereas the shape parameter k captures
the degree of regularity in the purchase timings. In the same way that the purchase rate λ and dropout rate μ are allowed to vary
across customers, the regularity parameter k is also allowed to vary, with each of the three following independent gamma distri-
butions (hence, the label Pareto/GGG).

Compared toprior Erlang-k approaches, themixture of gammas as employedby the Pareto/GGG is extremelyflexible and for values of
k < 1 can even accommodate “less” than random interevent timings, something that Zhang et al. (2013) have termed the “clumpiness
phenomenon”.2 In an extreme case, “clumpy” timingpatterns exhibit a series of “clumps” or clusterswith closely spaced events separated
by a longer “dead-period”. Such timing behavior typically emerges from switching between different activity states (e.g., a “hot” and a
“cold” state with higher and lower propensities of being activated, respectively; see Schwartz et al., 2014) and frequently occurs in
“binge” digital media consumption or website visitation contexts (Schweidel & Moe, 2016; Zhang et al., 2015). Park and Park (2016)
demonstrate this in an online fashion retail setting and show that clumpiness seems to primarily matter on the level of customers'
website visits, whereas purchases tend to followmore regular patterns. More recently, Park (2017) extends this perspective and also ob-
serves clustered visitation patterns or “shopping episodes” across multiple website visits. These findings suggest that purchases accrue
within clumps of consecutive website visits followed by a longer visitation hiatus, whichmakes the overall interpurchase timing pattern
more regular. This is in line with the applications presented by Zhang et al. (2015) and a large amount of prior work on non-Poisson
interpurchase timing (see also the theoretical considerations by Kahn, 1987).

In sum, without substantial loss in data sufficiency, the Pareto/GGG combines a flexible approach to model interpurchase
timing with a latent attrition process and succeeds in achieving improved individual-level predictions if there is regularity in
the data. However, the flexibility and predictive accuracy delivered by the Pareto/GGG came at the cost of a significant increase
in implementation complexity and in computational time and costs. This is because one can no longer derive closed-form expres-
sions but instead has to rely on computationally intense Markov-Chain-Monte-Carlo (MCMC) simulations to make inferences
based on the observed data. Efficient calculation of individual-level point estimates of future customer behavior, however, is a pre-
requisite to achieving scalability for firms with large customer bases that wish to integrate customer-base analysis into their on-
going operations.
3. Model development

The objective of this section is to develop a stochastic modeling approach for predicting individual-level buyer behavior, which
allows marketing analysts to leverage purchase regularities “the easy way.” Thus, we relax the assumption of a memoryless
interpurchase timing process associated with the NBD repurchase model in the spirit of the Pareto/GGG, but aim to retain
closed-form expressions for the resulting model likelihood functions that are tractable and key expressions of managerial interest
that are easy to derive. In doing so, we employ the well-established BG/NBD model of Fader et al. (2005a) as a point of departure
but also generalize its modified variant, the MBG/NBD (Batislam et al., 2007; Hoppe & Wagner, 2007).

In an analogous manner to the BG/NBD being able to retain predictive accuracy while reducing model complexity relative to
the Pareto/NBD (see Fader et al., 2005a), our intention in employing these model assumptions is to achieve similar results with
the newly developed model compared to the more complex Pareto/GGG. We expect to accomplish this with the following varia-
tions: First, just like the BG/NBD we also restrict defection events to occur only immediately after a purchase occurs. Second, rather
than assuming gamma-distributed interpurchase times, we limit ourselves to the class of Erlang-k distributions, a subclass of the
former. Third, we do not allow for heterogeneity in regularity across customers but instead assume a fixed degree of regularity for
all customers within the cohort. The latter sacrifices the ability to leverage heterogeneity therein. However, for common empirical
scenarios with relatively few observed purchases per customer, such a limitation should not result in significantly different esti-
mates from those of the Pareto/GGG.
2 Platzer andReutterer (2016) discuss in detail the relationship between clumpiness and regularity and show that they are just opposite cases of the sameunderlying
phenomenon, namely deviations from the Poisson assumption of exponentially distributed interarrival times.
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3.1. Assumptions

The following model specification is a generalization of the BG/NBD, which relaxes the assumption of Poisson purchases by re-
placing the exponential with a more flexible Erlang-k distribution for interpurchase times. We denote the resulting model BG/
CNBD-k, which is based on the following assumptions:
1. While active, the purchases of customers occur with Erlang-k-distributed waiting times, with rate parameter λ and integer-
valued regularity parameter k.
2. Heterogeneity in λ follows a gamma distribution with shape parameter r and rate parameter α across customers.
3. Directly after each recurring purchase, there is a constant probability p that a customer becomes inactive.
4. Heterogeneity in p follows a beta distribution with parameters a and b across customers.
5. The transaction rate λ and the dropout probability p are distributed independently of one another.
6. The observation period of each individual customer begins with a purchase at time zero.

Notice that assumption 3 implies a customer dropout following a (shifted) geometric distribution, which together with as-
sumption 4 results in the BG dropout process. By slightly modifying assumption 3 to allow for another initial dropout opportunity
(with probability p) at time zero, we arrive at the MBG/CNBD-k. Below, we provide key expressions for both (M)BG/CNBD-k var-
iants by making the same generalization of the (re)purchase process.

Assumptions 1 and 2 characterize the previously discussed CNBD (Chatfield & Goodhardt, 1973). Recall that for the special case
of an estimated k = 1, the herein specified models are identical to their underlying base models (i.e., the BG/NBD or the MBG/
NBD). However, for k > 1, the timing process is no longer memoryless. Compared to NBD-based models, this is also the reason
why our approach requires assumption 6 to handle the first waiting time for a customer in the same way as all subsequent
waiting times.3

It is important to keep in mind that moving away from a memoryless process not only affects the timing model but also has a
number of consequences for the counting distribution of the repurchases. As already briefly mentioned in the review section, the
Erlang-k timing distribution implies underdispersion in the corresponding count model (i.e., smaller variance than the mean for all
values of λ), which for the special case of k = 2 results in what Chatfield and Goodhardt (1973) termed a condensed Poisson dis-
tribution. Furthermore, because the sum of k independently distributed exponential variables follows an Erlang-k distribution, we
can interpret the purchase process as a censored Poisson process, where only every kth event is being counted (e.g., Chatfield &
Goodhardt, 1973; Morrison & Schmittlein, 1988). As will be shown below, this relationship plays a key role in making the deriva-
tions of closed-form expressions feasible (see also Appendix D).

However, there is also a conceptual difference between the approach presented here and the CNBD model: The condensed
Poisson is an asynchronous counting distribution, i.e., the beginning of the time interval for the counted number of repurchases
is at an arbitrary point in time. In contrast, assumption 6 makes the counting process start at a known origin (i.e., when the cus-
tomer was “born” at her first-ever purchase with the company). Thus, we have a synchronous counting distribution, which eases
deriving the likelihood function by allowing us to treat every interpurchase event equally. Note that this implies that once we
“turn off” the latent attrition process (e.g., by pushing the (M)BG parameters to the limit), for the case of k = 2, our approach
does not collapse to the asynchronous CNBD model but to a synchronous variant thereof.4

3.2. Likelihood functions and parameter estimation

Given transaction history (t1, t2,…, tx) and total observation period T, the likelihood of purchase frequency parameter λ and
dropout probability p for an individual customer can be derived by multiplying the following components: (i) the likelihood of
observing the waiting times (t1 − t0, t2 − t1,…, tx − tx−1), (ii) the probability of having survived at each of the first x recurring
transactions (t1,…,tx−1), and (iii) the probability of observing no transaction within (tx,T]. The hiatus at the end of the observation
period can either stem from the customer defecting at the last observed transaction tx or from encountering a waiting period lon-
ger than T − tx.

For the BG/CNBD-k model variant, assumption 3 implies that there is no dropout opportunity at time t0 = 0. Thus, customers
with no observed recurring transactions (x = 0) are assumed to be alive, and the likelihood is simply the probability of observing
no transactions during time T: L(k, λ, p|T, x = 0) = P(X(T) = 0|k,λ).

For a customer with recurring transactions, combining the product of the three components (i) to (iii) yields
3 In p
4 We
L k;λ;pjt1;…; tx; T; x > 0ð Þ ¼ f Γ t1−t0jk;λð Þ � 1−pð Þ f Γ t2−t1jk;λð Þ⋯ 1−pð Þ f Γ tx−tx−1jk;λð Þ � pþ 1−pð ÞP X T−txð Þ ¼ 0jk;λð Þð Þ;
with
f Γ tjk;λð Þ ¼ λktk−1e−λt
= k−1ð Þ!
ractice, compliance with this assumption is usually easy by defining time zero for each customer to be the timing of her first recorded purchase transaction.
are very grateful to the area editor of this article for highlighting this important point.
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the probability distribution function (pdf) of the Erlang-k (i.e., gamma with integer k shape parameter) distribution and
being
P X tð Þ ¼ xjk;λð Þ ¼
Xk−1

j¼0

PPoisson X tð Þ ¼ kxþ jjλð Þ
the pdf of a synchronous counting process, which begins with an event at time zero and has Erlang-k-distributed waiting times.
This last expression holds true because the Erlang-k distribution can be represented as the sum of k independent exponential var-
iables, and thus, the corresponding counting process is equivalent to counting every kth event of a Poisson process. As already
noted earlier, we need this expression to make the counting distribution synchronous. The pdf of the Poisson process is
PPoisson X tð Þ ¼ xjλð Þ ¼ λxtxe−λt

x!
Using these results yields the following expressions for the individual likelihood function:
L k;λ;pjt1;…; tx; Tð Þ ¼ ~t � δx > 0 p 1−pð Þx−1λkx þ 1−pð Þxλkxe−λT Xk−1

j¼0

λ j T−txð Þ j
j!

0
@

1
A ð1Þ
with ~t defined as
~t≔
1

k−1ð Þ!
� �x Yx−1

i¼0

tiþ1−ti
� �k−1 ð2Þ
and δx>0 = 1 if x > 0, 0 otherwise.
As we already noted for the base models (BG/NBD and MBG/NBD), there is no information on the exact transaction timing

(t1, .., tx) necessary for estimating the model parameters, but frequency and recency (x, tx,T) are required as a sufficient summary
of each customer's transaction history. This also applies to our presented generalized model class, which requires just one addi-
tional summary statistic to account for the timing process. To compute the log-likelihood for a given dataset, we need to maintain
only the sum over the logarithmic interpurchase times as part of the logarithmic version of the above expression (2) for ~t:
log~t ¼ x∙ log
1

k−1ð Þ!
� �

þ k−1ð Þ
Xx−1

i¼0

log tiþ1−ti
� �
Notice that this is identical to the additional data requirement imposed by the Pareto/GGG model. In expression (1), our con-
ditioning on the timing process of the complete transaction history (t1,…,tx) emphasizes that we are actually dealing with a syn-
chronous count process, but we keep in mind that for parameter estimation the additional summary statistic on interpurchase
timings is sufficient.

The derivations for MBG/CNBD-k are analogous to those above for the BG/CNBD-k, except that we have one additional dropout
opportunity at time t0, and we therefore no longer need to distinguish the cases with non-zero repurchases x > 0 from the “zero
class” of non-repeat buyers x = 0. Thus, the individual-level likelihood function for the MBG/CNBD-k is
L k;λ;pjt1;…; tx; Tð Þ ¼ ~t � p 1−pð Þxλkxe−λtx þ 1−pð Þxþ1λkxe−λT Xk−1

j¼0

λ j T−txð Þ j
j!

0
@

1
A ð3Þ
To estimate the parameters that determine the unobserved transaction rate λ and dropout probability p in the above likelihood
functions, we aim to derive the equivalent expressions for a randomly chosen customer. These aggregate-level likelihood functions
can be stated as closed-form expressions, which allow us to compute point estimates for the five aggregate-level model parame-
ters (k, r, α, a, b) via maximum likelihood estimation (MLE). In practice, this is done by maximizing the logarithm of the following
likelihood functions (see Appendix A for their derivations) across r, α, a, b for increasing integer-valued regularity parameter
k:
LBG=CNBD−k k; r;α; a; bjt1;…; tx; Tð Þ ¼ δx > 0
~t
Β aþ 1; bþ x−1ð Þ

Β a; bð Þ
αr

α þ txð Þrþkx

Γ r þ kxð Þ
Γ rð Þ

þ ~t
Β a; bþ xð Þ
Β a; bð Þ

Xk−1

j¼0

T−txð Þ j
j!

αr

α þ Tð Þrþkxþ j

Γ r þ kxþ jð Þ
Γ rð Þ
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@

1
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5 In a
LMBG=CNBD−k k; r;α; a; bjt1;…; tx; Tð Þ ¼ ~t
Β aþ 1; bþ xð Þ

Β a; bð Þ
αr

α þ txð Þrþkx

Γ r þ kxð Þ
Γ rð Þ

þ ~t
Β a; bþ xþ 1ð Þ

Β a; bð Þ
Xk−1

j¼0

T−txð Þ j
j!

αr

α þ Tð Þrþkxþ j

Γ r þ kxþ jð Þ
Γ rð Þ

0
@

1
A ð5Þ
The search for an optimal k can be stopped early, if consecutively higher ks do not yield higher likelihood values.

3.3. Key expressions

Once the model parameters are estimated, we can calculate various quantities of managerial interest in customer-base analysis
(again, we refer to the Appendix for their derivations).

The conditional probability for a customer from the cohort to be still alive at time T is
PBG=CNBD−k alive at Tjt1;…; tx; T; k; r;α; a; bð Þ ¼ 1þ δx > 0
a

bþ x−1
α þ T
α þ tx

� �rþkx

=∑
k−1

j¼0

T−txð Þ j
j! α þ Tð Þ j

Γ r þ kxþ jð Þ
Γ rð Þ

 !−1

ð6Þ
PMBG=CNBD−k alive at Tjt1;…; tx; T; k; r;α; a; bð Þ ¼ 1þ a
bþ x

α þ T
α þ tx

� �rþkx

=∑
k−1

j¼0

T−txð Þ j
j! α þ Tð Þ j

Γ r þ kxþ jð Þ
Γ rð Þ

 !−1

ð7Þ
The unconditional probability distribution of the purchase frequencies can be derived as
PBG=CNBD−k X tð Þ ¼ xjk; r;α; a; bð Þ ¼ Β a; bþ xð Þ
Β a; bð Þ ∑kxþk−1

j¼kx
t j

j!
αr

α þ tð Þrþ j

Γ r þ jð Þ
Γ rð Þ

þ δx > 0
Β aþ 1; bþ x−1ð Þ

Β a; bð Þ 1−
Xkxþk−1

j¼0

t j

j!
αr

α þ tð Þrþ j

Γ r þ jð Þ
Γ rð Þ

0
@

1
A ð8Þ
PMBG=CNBD−k X tð Þ ¼ xjk; r;α; a; bð Þ ¼ Β a; bþ xþ 1ð Þ
Β a; bð Þ ∑kxþk−1

j¼kx
t j

j!
αr

α þ tð Þrþ j

Γ r þ jð Þ
Γ rð Þ

þ Β aþ 1; bþ xð Þ
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Xkxþk−1

j¼0

t j
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Γ rð Þ
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1
A ð9Þ
Deriving closed-form expressions for the unconditional expectations appears to be intractable. However, because the expectations are
by definition the probability-weighted average of all possible outcomes, we take advantage of this relationship and compute
E Mð ÞBG=CNBD−k X tð Þ; k; r;α; a; bð Þ ¼
X∞
x¼0

x∙P Mð ÞBG=CNBD−k X tð Þ ¼ x ; k; r;α; a; bð Þ: ð10Þ
Deriving an exact closed-form expression for the conditional expected number of transactions for a specific customer with pur-
chase history (t1, …, tx, T) during some holdout period (T,T + t], i.e., E(X(T,T + t)| t1,…, tx,T,k,r,α,a,b) remains unfortunately un-
solved. Schmittlein and Morrison (1983, appendix A.2) provide a solution for the conditional expectations for the asynchronous
CNBD (i.e., k = 2) counting model, but the complexity of their derivation already indicates the difficulty of any endeavor to ex-
pand this for arbitrary k with synchronous counting in combination with a latent attrition process. To keep conditional forecasts
analytically tractable, we thus opt to develop an approximation of the true conditional expectation. In doing so, we can exploit
the fact that counting events with Erlang-k waiting times is equivalent to counting every kth event of a Poisson process and
show in Appendix D that the asynchronous counting process for Erlang-k waiting times has an expectation of E(X(t) =
j|λ,k) = λt/k. Given this, we propose to simply use the conditional expectation for an alive customer of the Poisson base models
(see Fader et al. 2005a; Hoppe & Wagner, 2007; Wagner & Hoppe, 2008) but adjust the estimated rate parameter α by factor k.
This works reasonably well but does not account for the purchase hiatus that has already occurred just prior to the holdout period
and thus results in a slight underforecast bias.5 Therefore, we refine the approximation by scaling our estimates based on the total
expected transactions for the holdout period. The conditional expectation of a customer is then the probability of the customer
being alive multiplied with the approximated conditional expectations of an alive customer. Recall that the motivation for leverag-
ing regularity came from improved inferences about the latent defection status, i.e., PðaliveÞ, and for that expression we do have
simulation study, we find this bias to be approximately 2% to 5% for common parameter settings.
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closed-form solutions. As we will demonstrate in the simulation study in the next section, the approximations work sufficiently
well to outperform the underlying base models in almost all of the common parameter scenarios.

Putting these pieces together, our approximate solution for the conditional expected number of transactions is as fol-
lows:
6 We
present
availabl
E Mð ÞBG=CNBD−k X T ; T þ tð Þ ; t1;…; tx; T ; k; r;α; a;bð Þ ≈ ~C∙~E Mð ÞBG=CNBD−k X T ; ; T þ tð Þjalive at T ; k; r;α; a; bð Þ∙P Mð ÞBG=CNBD−k alive at T j t1;…; tx; T ; k; r;α; a; bð Þ
ð11Þ
with ~E(.) being the aforementioned approximation for the expected transactions of an alive customer during the holdout pe-

riod, and ~C being a bias correction factor. For the two proposed model variants, we obtain the following approximations:
~EBG=CNBD−k X T; T þ tð Þjalive at T; k; r;α; a; bð Þ≔ aþ bþ x−1
a−1

∙G r þ x; kα þ T; a; bþ x−1ð Þ ð12Þ
~EMBG=CNBD−k X T; T þ tð Þ; alive at T; k; r;α; a; bð Þ≔ aþ bþ x
a−1

∙G r þ x; kα þ T; a; bþ xð Þ ð13Þ

with

G r0;α0
; a0; b0

� �
≔1−

α0

α0 þ t

� �r0
2 F1 r0; b0 þ 1; a0 þ b0;

t
α0 þ t

� �
ð14Þ
where 2F1 is the Gaussian hypergeometric function (see Fader et al., 2005a). The bias correction factor ~C is defined such that the
sum of the approximated individual-level conditional expectations across customers will match the exactly derived expected num-
ber of transactions during the holdout period at an aggregate level (see expressions (10) above), i.e.,
~C≔∑n
i¼1 E X Ti þ tð Þjk; r;α; a; bð Þ−E X Tið Þjk; r;α; a; bð Þð Þ

=∑n
i¼1

~EðX T; T þ tð Þjalive at T; k; r;α; a; bÞ � P alive at Ti j ti;1;…; ti;x; Ti; k; r;α; a; b
� �� � ð15Þ
4. Simulations

The just developed (M)BG/CNBD-k model family allows to account for various degrees of timing regularity in the transaction
flows of a customer cohort. However, we do not yet know whether and to what extent this translates into reduced forecasting
error. Thus, we need to gain a thorough understanding of the potential increase in predictive accuracy when we move from the
NBD-type repurchase process to its synchronous CNBD-k variant. A natural benchmark for assessing this potential is to see how
much worse the standard (M)BG/NBD model performs if there is indeed regularity in the transaction data, other things being
equal. Furthermore, in order to get a sense of the performance relative to the more flexible Pareto/GGG we also benchmark the
newly introduced model using data scenarios generated according to Pareto/GGG assumptions. We do this by conducting two ex-
tensive simulation studies.

4.1. Simulation design and error metrics

In our first study, the simulation setup for comparing the NBD-type to CNBD-k variants follows the full factorial designs pre-
sented by Fader et al. (2005a) and Platzer and Reutterer (2016). Specifically, we generate a large number of simulated customer
cohorts by manipulating the shape and scale parameters of the mixture distributions as well as the degree of interevent timing
regularity underlying the synthetic transaction histories. The parameter space is chosen such that it includes most of the com-
monly encountered real-world scenarios. In total, we define three levels for each of the four heterogeneity parameters
(r ∈ {0.25,0.5,0.75}, α ∈ {5/k,10/k,15/k}, a ∈ {0.5,0.75,1.0}, b ∈ {2.5,5,10}), combine these with four degrees of regularity
(k ∈ {1,2,3,4}), and repeat each cross combination 5 times, thus resulting in a total of 3 × 3 × 3 × 3 × 4 × 5 = 1620 simulated
worlds. Each of these worlds consists of 4000 customers simulated over a 52-week calibration period and a 52-week holdout pe-
riod.6 These scenarios cover a wide range of settings. The average number of repeat purchases during the calibration period ranges
from 0.45 to 6.22, with the share of customers with zero repeat purchases ranging from 14% to 76%. Note that we rescale α by the
parameter k, to ensure that the simulated worlds result in similar purchase frequencies across the four assumed degrees of
also simulated shorter holdout periods of 4 and 16 weeks, aswell asMBG/NBD vs. MBG/CNBD-k scenarios, but suchmodifications did not alter the key finding
ed below. For simulating data and estimating the (M)BG/CNBD-kmodel parameters we use the model implementations provided by the R-package BTYDplu
e via https://cran.r-project.org/.
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regularity.
For each of these simulated worlds, we then fit both the BG/CNBD-k and the BG/NBD model to the calibration period data, cal-

culate the conditional expected number of transactions for each customer for the holdout period (x̂�i ), and then assess the predic-
tive accuracy given the “actual” number of transactions (xi∗). This is done at both the aggregate level, by comparing the overall bias
in the estimates, and the individual level, where we calculate the relative improvement in mean absolute error (MAE and MAE
Lift; see also Schwartz et al., 2014):
MAE ¼ 1
N

XN
i¼0

x�i −x̂�i
�� �� ð16Þ
MAE Lift ¼ 1−
MAEBG=CNBD−k

MAEBG=NBD
ð17Þ

BIAS ¼
XN
i¼0

x̂�i =∑
N
i¼0x

�
i

 !
−1 ð18Þ
Notice that BIAS as defined in Eq. (19) is an aggregate-level measure of forecasting error and gives the percentage of over- or
underforecasting. Once computed for the (here, 52-week) holdout period across the complete customer cohort, the BIAS is equiv-
alent to the MAPE error metric (as used, e.g., by Fader et al. (2005a)), but preserving the direction of the error.

4.2. Simulation results: BG/CNBD-k versus BG/NBD

Before studying the results across all worlds, let us provide some intuition by examining in greater detail an exemplarily se-
lected simulated cohort in Fig. 2 (k = 2, r = 0.5, α = 10/2, a = 0.75, b = 2.5). The chart displays the actual weekly recurring
purchases (solid dark line) compared to the expected aggregated numbers (dashed lines) estimated by the BG/CNBD-k and the
BG/NBD models. Whereas the BG/CNBD-k nicely captures the dynamics, the BG/NBD is not able to fit the calibration period
very well, which leads to overly optimistic holdout predictions. While the BG/CNBD-k comes close to identifying the true expected
dropout probability E(p) = a/(a + b) = 0.23, the BG/NBD drastically underestimates it at only 0.15.

This observation is also reflected in Table 1 by the parameter estimates for a few selected modifications of the scenario under-
lying Fig. 2 (i.e., k ∈ {2,3}, r = 0.5, α/k ∈ {5/k,10/k}, a = 0.75, b ∈{2.5,5}). Overall, we find that the BG/CNBD-k estimates recover
the underlying data-generating parameters very well.

However, the BG/NBD estimates are negatively affected by regularity and the deviations from the true values are stronger for
the dropout rate (a and b) than for the purchase rate parameters (r and α). Take for instance the scenario k = 2, r = 0.5, α/k=5,
Fig. 2. Comparison of estimated versus actually recurring weekly transactions.
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Table 1
Recovery of true parameter values for eight selected scenarios.

k r α/k a b

True NBD CNBD-k True NBD CNBD-k True NBD CNBD-k True NBD CNBD-k True NBD CNBD-k

2 1 2 0.5 0.52 0.52 2.5 3.24 2.64 0.75 0.61 0.71 2.5 2.54 2.32
2 1 2 0.5 0.52 0.52 2.5 3.03 2.58 0.75 0.73 0.73 5 6.58 4.61
2 1 2 0.5 0.56 0.52 5 7.72 5.34 0.75 0.41 0.68 2.5 2.38 2.34
2 1 2 0.5 0.55 0.53 5 7.1 5.25 0.75 1.62 1.1 5 25.23 7.23

3 1 3 0.5 0.51 0.5 1.67 2.2 1.68 0.75 0.65 0.76 2.5 2.99 2.51
3 1 3 0.5 0.5 0.51 1.67 2.1 1.69 0.75 0.78 0.79 5 8.46 5.1
3 1 3 0.5 0.57 0.51 3.33 5.47 3.41 0.75 0.31 0.63 2.5 2 1.96
3 1 3 0.5 0.54 0.51 3.33 4.96 3.35 0.75 2.04 0.92 5 49.45 5.75
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a = 0.75, and b = 5: Here, the BG/NBD estimates an a (b) which is two (five) times higher than the true values leading to a dra-
matic underestimation of the dropout probability. This observation indicates a serious deficiency of the NBD repurchase model in
the presence of purchase timing regularity. Apparently, the NBD model falls short in leveraging the observation of an “overdue”
transaction to distinguish active from inactive customers and instead interprets this as an exceptionally longer-than-average repur-
chase hiatus.

This finding from a few simulated scenarios with regular purchase timing patterns generalizes to other parameter settings as
well. The key results are displayed in Figs. 3a-c, which show the distributions of our error measures across all simulated worlds,
divided into four groups by the degree of underlying regularity, as boxplots.7 As expected, in the case of k = 1, we obtain identical
results for BG/NBD and BG/CNBD-k, indicating that the latter is indeed a generalization of its underlying base model. However, in
the presence of even mildly regular purchase patterns (k = 2), we can see that applying the BG/CNBD-k model results in significantly
lower aggregate and individual-level errors relative to the base model. As illustrated in the above example (see Fig. 2), the BG/NBD
base model exhibits a significant overestimation bias for regular patterns. As shown in Fig. 3a for the aggregate level, the extent of this
over-forecasting is, on average, approximately 10% across the simulated worlds for k > 1, with the median bias being 9.4% for k = 2
and 10.6% for k = 4. Further, the individual-level forecast errors depicted in Figs. 3b-3c clearly show that the higher the regularity in
the data, the greater the lift in predictive accuracy when a model accounts for this regularity compared to the NBD-type baseline
model. This finding makes intuitive sense, as stronger regularity helps us to more quickly identify a churned customer.

To further examine the driving forces behind these simulation outcomes,we fitted a Classification AndRegression Tree (CART)model
using a recursive partitioning procedure introduced by Breiman et al. (1984).More specifically,we use an implementation of a regression
tree in the Rpackage rpart (Therneau et al., 2019)which aims atmaximizing the between-group variances at each split.We regressed the
obtainedMAE lift values on the data set characteristics implied by the simulationdesignparameters, i.e., regularity (k), expectedpurchase
rate (E(λ) = r/α) and expected dropout probability (E(p) = a/(a + b)). Fig. 4 displays the resulting tree structure which confirms the
impression we already gained from inspecting the descriptives in Figs. 3b-3c. Note that the tree represents a series of splits of the simu-
lated worlds into subgroups and each node displays themeanMAE lift together with the number of worlds represented by each branch.
While the complete tree accounts for an R-squared of 0.87 the incremental improvement in explained variance is clearly decreasing from
top to bottom. Unsurprisingly, the first split separates datasets with a regularity parameter of k=1 (for which the predictive individual-
level performance of the BG/NBD and the BG/CNBD-k is identical) from others. According to the terminal nodes at the far right hand side
branch of the tree the highest MAE lift can be expected for datasets with medium to higher purchase rates (E(λ) ≥ 0.0337) and higher
degrees of regularity k ≥ 3. This observation makes intuitive sense, because the model's capability to leverage regularities in inter-
event timings for correctly spotting churn requires a sufficient number of observed past purchase events. For about one third of the sim-
ulated worlds we observed an MAE lift of more than 10%. But also for less regular datasets the MAE lift can be substantial whenmoving
from the BG/NBD base model to the appropriate BG/CNBD-kmodel.

We also find a small share of scenarios for which the approximation of the conditional expectation comes at such a cost that it
is not able to outperform the BG/NBD model.8 These boundary cases are characterized by scenarios with a very low purchase fre-
quency coupled with a very low dropout probability at each of these rare purchase events. In these scenarios, nearly all of the cus-
tomers remain alive (>93%) at the end of the observation period, and the theoretical gain from exploiting regularity for inferring
attrition becomes smaller than the error introduced by the approximation in our expression for the conditional expectations. Con-
versely, in a setting with even mildly regular patterns and at least 7% of customers expected to have churned the new model clas-
ses provide superior predictive performance at the individual level.

Overall, we observe larger increases in predictive accuracy at the customer level for stronger degrees of regularity. These re-
sults, as well as the magnitude of the improvement, are also closely in line with the findings from the simulation study on the
Pareto/GGG reported by Platzer and Reutterer (2016).
7 Note that in all 1620 simulations, the regularity parameter k is correctly recovered from the generated data.
8 Notice that the respective terminal node displayed in Fig. 4 represents 4.4% of the scenarios. Still, half of the scenarios in this node also contains cases with slightly

positive MAE lift values.
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Fig. 3. Predictive errors for various degrees of regularity.
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4.3. Benchmarking against the Pareto/GGG

To investigate the degree of performance loss when moving from the flexible, but computationally demanding Pareto/GGG to
the BG/CNBD-k and to examine the conditions under which this loss is small, we perform a second simulation study. In doing so,
we use exactly the same simulation setup as in the benchmark study conducted by Platzer and Reutterer (2016).9 Similar to the
first simulation, we again fit a CART model to regress the observed MAE lift values on the six simulation design variables which
define the respective shape and rate parameters of the gamma distributions for the regularity parameter k~Gamma(t,γ), the pur-
chase rate λ~Gamma(r,α), and the dropout rate μ~Gamma(s,β).

Overall, we observe an average decrease in performance by 9% for the BG/CNBD-k. The resulting tree structure depicted in Fig. 5 ac-
counts for an R-squared of 0.73 and clearly reveals that most of the individual-level performance differences between the twomodels is
driven by the two shape parameters s and t of the dropout rate and purchase regularity distribution, respectively. As represented by the
terminal node on the right hand side of Fig. 5 for 20% of all simulatedworlds, scenarios characterized by combinations of lower s (s<0.5)
and higher t (t ≥7) the BG/CNBD-k model is almost on par with the Pareto/GGG. Keeping in mind that the coefficient of variation of a
gamma distribution is 1=

ffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi
shape

p
, higher shape parameter values indicate more homogeneity in the resulting distributions. Thus, using

the BG/CNBD-k can be expected to result in decent predictive performance for data sets with elevated heterogeneity in the dropout pro-
cess andmore homogeneous purchase regularity patterns. The opposite is true for scenarioswithmore heterogeneous purchase regular-
9 For deriving the Pareto/GGGparameters, wemade 6000MCMCdraws in 4 chains in parallel using the implementation in the R-packageBTYDplus on a laptopwith
2.5GHz quad-core Intel Core i7. Using this configuration, parameter estimation requires 72min for a simulatedworld withN=1000 and 337 (!)minutes forN=4000
customers, on average.We note that despite the parameter draws could further be parallelized, the Pareto/GGG computation times seem to grow stronger than linea
with the number of customers.
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Fig. 4. Regression tree for predicting MAE lift against BG/NBD.
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ity but lower heterogeneity in dropout rates as characterized by the terminal nodes on the left hand side of the tree structure. Here, the
model flexibility of the Pareto/GGG allows to better leverage overly longwaiting times at the end of the calibration period for predicting
churn than the BG/CNBD-k does. The fact that higher heterogeneity in the regularity parameter k favors the Pareto/GGG is not surprising
and in line with findings from Platzer and Reutterer (2016). However, the computation time required for estimating the BG/CNBD-k
model and making customer-level predictions is over one hundred times faster than the Pareto/GGG, based on the authors' reference
implementations.

5. Empirical applications

Next, we benchmark the newly introduced model classes against their base models, as well as against the Pareto/GGG, for six
distinct real-world data sets. The datasets are the same as those used in Platzer and Reutterer (2016):

• CDNOW: 2357 customers of an online CD store acquired in the first quarter of 1997 and observed over 1.5 years. This is likely
the most widely used benchmark dataset in testing models for customer-base analysis (see, e.g., Fader & Hardie, 2001; Fader et
al., 2005a, 2005b; Batislam et al., 2007; Bemmaor & Glady, 2012; Zhang et al., 2015).

• Apparel and accessories: 831 customers of an online apparel and accessories retailer, acquired in April 2009 and observed over
the course of one year (Zhang et al., 2015).

• Donations: 21166 donors to a nonprofit organization, acquired in the first half of 2002 and observed over 4.5 years (Bemmaor &
Glady, 2012; Malthouse, 2009; Schweidel & Knox, 2013).

• Groceries: 1525 customers of an online grocery retailer with first recorded purchase in the first quarter of 2006, observed over
two years (Platzer & Reutterer, 2016).

• Dietary supplements and office supplies: Two additional data sets, each consisting of 1000 customers with an observation period
of 35 weeks (Platzer & Reutterer, 2016).

Table 2 provides an overview of the six data sets together with some key descriptive statistics. As we can see from these sta-
tistics, the datasets represent rather diverse empirical settings covering a wide range of repurchase frequencies and dropout rates.
Based on the Wheat and Morrison (1990) estimator for regularity, of these six, only the CDNOW dataset follows the Poisson as-
sumption for the purchase process decently (i.e., k ~ 1), four of them exhibit regular (k > 1) and one dataset irregular timing
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Table 2
Descriptive statistics for the six empirical data sets.

Data set Cohort
size

Period length in
weeks
(calibration/holdout)

Share of inactive
customers
(calibration/holdout)

Share of customers
with 4 or more
transactions
(calibration/holdout)

Mean no. of
purchases
(calibration/holdout)

Mean no. of
purchases among
actives
(calibration/holdout)

Wheat and
Morrison
(1990)
estimator
for
regularity

Share of
“clumpy”
customers
(Zhang
et al.,
2015)

CDNOW 2357 39/39 60%/71% 6%/4% 1.04/0.80 2.60/2.75 1.0 9.04%
Apparel &

accesso-
ries

831 39/13 46%/81% 12%/1% 1.90/0.38 3.53/2.04 0.6 15.41%

Donations 21166 182/52 52%/81% 5%/1% 1.24/0.28 2.58/1.53 2.2 15.85%
Groceries 1525 52/52 39%/66% 27%/16% 3.65/2.22 5.96/6.56 2.5 24.62%
Dietary

supple-
ments

1000 26/9 76%/92% 1%/0% 0.40/0.09 1.70/1.10 2.0 1.72%

Office
supply

1000 26/9 71%/83% 6%/1% 0.90/0.32 3.11/1.89 2.1 3.42%

10 Wheat andMorrison (1990) provide a data-set-level summary statistic, which can serve as a diagnostic check for regularity. Their regularity estimator is defined by
the simple formula k̂ ¼ ð1−4VarðMÞÞ=8VarðMÞ, withM≔ itt1/(itt1+ itt2) and two intertransaction times (itt1 and itt2) drawn from an individual's purchase history (see
Wheat & Morrison, 1990, pp.88). This definition implies that we are typically excluding a large proportion of the customer base in any dataset. More precisely, we ex
clude those customers who made less than two repeat purchases because we do not observe the required two interpurchase times for them.

11 We used the normalized clumpiness measure Hp : 1þ
Ptxþ1

t¼1
logðiitt Þ�iitt

logðtxþ1Þ as suggested by Zhang et al. (2015).

Fig. 5. Regression tree for predicting MAE lift against Pareto/GGG.
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pattern.10 In the last column of Table 2 we also report the share of customers classified as “clumpy” at the 5% confidence level
according to the individual-level entropy measure proposed by Zhang et al. (2015).11 Based on this measure, almost 25% of the
customers in the grocery data are characterized by clumpy repurchase patterns, whereas this share is less than 2% for customers
in the dietary supplements dataset.
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Table 3 displays the estimated parameters for the best fitting (in terms of model likelihoods) (M)BG/CNBD-k models and compares
them to their NBD-type base models. We also report the respective weekly mean interpurchase times (itt) implied by the esti-
mated parameters (i.e., itt ¼ k∙α=r) rounded to the next integer value. Additionally, Table 3 includes the expected dropout prob-
ability (E(p) = a/(a + b)) and the maximized log-likelihood value (LL). A number of observations are noteworthy: First, the BG/
NBD and the MBG/NBD already result in substantially different parameter estimates. For all data sets, the MBG/NBD estimates
shorter interpurchase times and higher dropout probabilities. This is the expected effect for data sets with a significant share of
non-recurring customers, as the BG/NBD assumes all inactive customers to still be alive, thus inflating the interpurchase time es-
timates. Furthermore, higher shares of active customers showing more transactions imply more dropout opportunities, and the es-
timated dropout probability at each of these opportunities is estimated to be lower.

For the two data sets with no regular timing patterns, the estimates for BG/CNBD-k and MBG/CNBD-k simply revert to those of
their base models. For the other four data sets, the data suggest that Erlang-2 offers the best fit among the class of Erlang-k dis-
tributions for the observed interpurchase times. In these cases, the deviation from the Poisson assumption also significantly im-
pacts all other parameters. Because the Erlang-2 distribution does not allow for as much variation in interpurchase times as the
exponential distribution, an overly long purchase hiatus at the end of the calibration period is thus less likely to be interpreted
as a regular interpurchase time and more likely to be a signal for dropout. In the case of the donations data set, the estimates
Table 3
Parameter estimates and model comparison for the empirical data sets.

Data set BG/NBD MBG/NBD BG/CNBD-k MBG/CNBD-k

CDNOW r = 0.24
α = 4.41
a = 0.79
b = 2.43
�itt ¼ 18w
E(p) = 0.25
LL = − 9582

r = 0.52
α = 6.18
a = 0.89
b = 1.61
�itt ¼ 12w
E(p) = 0.36
LL = − 9582

k = 1, see BG/NBD k = 1, see MBG/NBD

Apparel & accessories r = 0.32
α = 3.7
a = 0.73
b = 3.05

itt ¼ 11w
E(p) = 0.19
LL = − 5285

r = 0.56
α = 4.88
a = 0.85
b = 2.64

itt ¼ 9w
E(p) = 0.24
LL = − 5286

k = 1, see BG/NBD k = 1, see MBG/NBD

Donations r = 0.51
α = 64.4
a = 0.67
b = 12.47

itt ¼ 127w
E(p) = 0.05
LL = − 146901

r = 0.57
α = 67.51
a = 0.55
b = 8.19

itt ¼ 118w
E(p) = 0.06
LL = − 146899

k = 2
r = 0.46
α = 21.42
a = 0.82
b = 3.85

itt ¼ 93w
E(p) = 0.18
LL = − 144713

k = 2
r = 1.37
α = 38.84
a = 0.53
b = 0.83

itt ¼ 57w
E(p) = 0.39
LL = − 144541

Groceries r = 0.35
α = 2.58
a = 0.5
b = 3.64

itt ¼ 7w
E(p) = 0.12
LL = − 15837

r = 1.26
α = 6.04
a = 0.37
b = 0.72

itt ¼ 5w
E(p) = 0.34
LL = − 15782

k = 2
r = 0.36
α = 1.13
a = 0.52
b = 2.79

itt ¼ 6w
E(p) = 0.16
LL = − 15054

k = 2
r = 1.33
α = 2.81
a = 0.42
b = 0.79

itt ¼ 4w
E(p) = 0.35
LL = − 14978

Dietary supplements r = 0.3
α = 14.27
a = 1.68
b = 11.57

itt ¼ 48w
E(p) = 0.13
LL = − 1912

r = 0.4
α = 15.41
a = 0.72
b = 3.1

itt ¼ 39w
E(p) = 0.19
LL = − 1912

k = 2
r = 0.2
α = 2.83
a = 1.9
b = 3.48

itt ¼ 28w
E(p) = 0.35
LL = − 1911

k = 2
r = 0.72
α = 4.62
a = 1.22
b = 0.96

itt ¼ 13w
E(p) = 0.56
LL = − 1910

Office supply r = 0.19
α = 4.08
a = 287
b = 10000

itt ¼ 21w
E(p) = 0.03
LL = − 2954

r = 0.2
α = 4.12
a = 282
b = 10000

itt ¼ 21w
E(p) = 0.03
LL = − 2954

k = 2
r = 0.18
α = 1.34
a = 0.28
b = 1.14

itt ¼ 15w
E(p) = 0.20
LL = − 2898

k = 2
r = 0.33
α = 1.61
a = 0.37
b = 0.69

itt ¼ 10w
E(p) = 0.35
LL = − 2899
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Table 4
Predictive performance comparison across models and data sets.

(a) MAE

Model: k = 1 k = 2

CDNOW Apparel Donations Groceries Dietary Office

BG/NBD 0.7855 0.4403 0.3598 1.5789 0.1676 0.3083
MBG/NBD 0.7648 0.4337 0.3585 1.5148 0.1665 0.3084
BG/CNBD-k 0.7855 0.4403 0.3337 1.4748 0.1503 0.2939
MBG/CNBD-k 0.7648 0.4337 0.3137 1.4329 0.1438 0.2882
Pareto/GGG 0.7551 0.4449 0.2937 1.3887 0.1516 0.2823

(b) MAE Lift (%)

Model k = 1 k = 2

CDNOW Apparel Donations Groceries Dietary Office

BG/NBD
MBG/NBD +2.6% +1.5% +0.4% +4.1% +0.7% −0.0%
BG/CNBD-k +0.0% +0.0% +7.3% +6.6% +10.4% +4.7%
MBG/CNBD-k +2.6% +1.5% +12.8% +9.2% +14.2% +6.5%
Pareto/GGG +3.9% −1.0% +18.4% +12.0% +9.5% +8.4%

(c) BIAS

Model k = 1 k = 2

CDNOW Apparel Donations Groceries Dietary Office

BG/NBD −12.1% 8.4% 19.6% 18.2% 58.2% −0.8%
MBG/NBD −16.2% 5.7% 19.0% 19.1% 57.5% −0.6%
BG/CNBD-k −12.1% 8.4% 6.7% 13.3% 31.0% 0.8%
MBG/CNBD-k −16.2% 5.7% 3.0% 17.4% 28.8% −3.4%
Pareto/GGG −12.6% 13.1% −10.9% 12.7% 47.6% −7.7%
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for the expected dropout probability increase drastically from 0.06 for the MBG/NBD to 0.39 for the MBG/CNBD-k, and the mean
interpurchase time drops from 118 weeks to 57 weeks. In the case of the office supply data set, the base models have problems
even converging, and the likelihood optimization12 is aborted once parameter b exceeds 10,000. Note that this “blowing up” of the
beta distribution shape parameter(s) implies homogeneity in p, taking on a value of E(p) = a/(a + b). Once we allow for regu-
larity, this case also yields parameter estimates that seem to be valid.

Aside from seemingly more realistic parameter estimates and better data fit, the other key evaluation criterion we are inter-
ested in is whether the “regularity-sensitive” model class also results in improvements in terms of predicting future customer be-
havior. Moreover, we also wish to examine how the comparatively parsimonious and simple MBG/CNBD-k compares to the more
flexible, yet much more complex and computationally intense, Pareto/GGG model.

Table 4 presents the error metrics we have already introduced in the simulation study for all combinations of the
employed models and empirical data sets. The percentage improvements in MAE are computed relative to the respective
BG/NBD baseline. A couple of important observations and insights can be derived from inspecting Table 4. Based on the
individual-level error metric (MAE), the MBG/NBD performs slightly better than or at least on par with the BG/NBD
model in all six data cases.

Note that for the two cases that retain the Poisson assumption (k = 1), the predictions of the more flexible model classes are
identical to those of their base models. In the presence of regularity, however, the BG/CNBD-k and MBG/CNBD-k perform signifi-
cantly better than their respective base models, with the relative improvement in MAE ranging from approximately 5% to 14%. It
also becomes obvious from Table 4b that the MBG/CNBD-k consistently performs best of the four maximum likelihood estimated
models. When comparing the performance of the MBG/CNBD-k relative to the Pareto/GGG one interesting observation emerges
from looking at the interplay between regularity and the share of clumpy customers as reported in Table 2: If regularity is present
in the database, higher shares of clumpy customers imply more customer-level heterogeneity in purchase regularity. In such sit-
uations (i.e., for the donations and the groceries data sets), the Pareto/GGG can leverage this heterogeneity and outperforms the
MBG/CNBD-k approach (which does not account for individual-level heterogeneity). The opposite is true for the datasets with
lower shares of clumpy customers (i.e., dietary supplement and office supply) where the MBG/CNBD-k performs even better or
at least almost as well as the Pareto/GGG. This is remarkable because the Pareto/GGG offers significantly greater flexibility by
allowing for customer-level heterogeneity in the degree of regularity. However, as our results show, the latter can only be
12 Using the limited-memory Broyden–Fletcher–Goldfarb–Shanno algorithm (Byrd et al., 1995).
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Fig. 6. Conditional expectations across data sets.
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taken advantage of if (i) enough heterogeneity is present within the customer cohort, and (ii) the share of very active customers
(with 5 or more transactions during the calibration period) is large enough, such that the model can also update its regularity es-
timate at an individual level.

Overall, the results for the aggregate error metric (see Table 4c) confirm our assessment of individual-level performance. Again,
for three out of four datasets with non-Poisson purchases (here, Erlang-2), the CNBD-k models considerably reduce the overall
forecasting biases. An exception is the office supplies data set; however, we have here very low holdout forecast errors across
all models. Interestingly, except for the grocery data set, the MBG/CNBD-k even outperforms the costly Pareto/GGG on this
dimension.
Table 5
Computational cost for parameter estimation and conditional expectations.

Data set Cohort Size BG/NBD MBG/NBD BG/CNBD-k MBG/CNBD-k Pareto/NBD (HB) Pareto/GGG Speedup (MBG/CNBD-k vs. Pareto/GGG)

(a) Parameter estimation (computation times in seconds)
CDNOW 2357 0.20 0.19 0.75 0.77 18.86 565.68 733.7
Apparel 831 0.08 0.10 0.31 0.30 6.65 199.44 660.4
Donations 21166 2.72 3.01 9.04 12.26 677.31 20319.36 1657.6
Groceries 1525 0.12 0.16 0.67 0.65 12.20 366.00 562.2
Dietary 1000 0.18 0.09 0.65 0.66 8.00 240.00 363.1
Office 1000 0.36 0.39 0.92 0.84 8.00 240.00 285.4

(b) Conditional expectations (computation times in seconds)
CDNOW 2357 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 75.42 113.14 56568.0
Apparel 831 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 26.59 39.89 39888.0
Donations 21166 0.01 0.01 0.73 0.72 677.31 1015.97 1418.9
Groceries 1525 0.00 0.00 5.23 1.41 48.80 73.20 52.0
Dietary 1000 0.00 0.00 0.11 0.12 32.00 48.00 396.7
Office 1000 0.00 0.00 0.22 0.16 32.00 48.00 309.7
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The predictions for the number of transactions in the holdout periods reported in Table 4 are conditional on the number of
observed transactions in the calibration period. For the CNBD-k models, these are derived using the approximation given in Eq.
(11), and for the Pareto/GGG, they are based on the simulated posterior expectations for the MCMC parameter draws. In Fig. 6,
we show these conditional expectations for the MBG/CNBD-k and the Pareto/GGG along with the average of the actual number
of holdout-period transactions, broken down by the calibration-period number of repeat transactions.13

Both models provide excellent predictions for the holdout period, except for customer groups with a very large number of
transactions in the calibration period. However, it is important to note that those groups are typically very small. As an extreme
case, in the dietary supplements dataset, there are just 9 customers with 4 and 6 persons with 5 or more purchases in the cali-
bration period. Here, the MBG/CNBD-k offers better predictions than the Pareto/GGG, which is also the case (but less pronounced)
for most of the customer groups in the donation dataset. For the grocery and the office supplies datasets, the differences between
the two models are very small. Something that is hard to spot from Fig. 6 is the relative performance for the so-called “zero class”
(the typically large fraction of inactive customers in the calibration period; see Table 2 for the exact numbers). For these groups,
the more flexible Pareto/GGG comes slightly closer to the actual holdout-period transaction numbers for the donations, the dietary
supplement, and office supply dataset, whereas the MBG/CNBD-k is closer in the grocery dataset.

We have repeatedly referred to the increased model complexity and accordingly higher computational cost required for estimating
the Pareto/GGG, but we have been relatively silent thus far on the magnitude of this extent. To gain a better understanding of the com-
putational cost-benefit tradeoff of moving from maximum likelihood estimated models to the Pareto/GGG, Table 5 reports the compu-
tation times required to estimate model parameters (panel a) and deriving conditional expectations (panel b) for the models and data
setswe used in our empirical performance comparison.14 In addition,we also compare the computation times for a hierarchical Bayesian
(HB) implementationof the Pareto/NBD (seeMa&Liu, 2007)with the Pareto/GGG. This allowsus to obtain a sense of the additional com-
putational effort required to estimateflexible, individual-level regularity parameters. It turns out that this is very expensive: using an oth-
erwise identical MCMC sampling scheme, the additional computational effort amounts to a factor of 30.

The last column in Table 5 a/b reports the speedup in computation time (in terms of multiples) that we can gain whenmoving from
the Pareto/GGG to the more parsimonious MBG/CNBD-kmodel. Regarding parameter estimation, the (M)BG/CNBD-k is approximately
300 to 1500 times (!) faster than the Pareto/GGG. For deriving the conditional expectations, this speedup is approximately 50 to 400
times for CNBD-kmodels with k=2. In contrast, the additional cost for the CNBD-k versions compared to their NBD-counterparts is rel-
ativelymodest. Because themodels need to be evaluated for various values of k, parameter estimation for the former is just about 4 times
slower than the latter.15 This appears to be a “fair price” for the achievable lift in predictive holdout accuracy reported in Table 4, whereas
the Pareto/GGG will reach its limits when applied to routine real-world applications in data rich environments.

6. Discussion

We have developed a new class of models that comply with a recently revived discussion on the benefits of extending the RF-
framework of stochastic models for customer-base analysis by adding another individual-level metric summarizing (ir)regularities
in intertransaction timing. The model variants arising from this model class are direct extensions of the well-established BG/NBD
model (Fader et al., 2005a) and account for varying degrees of regularity in purchase behavior. We achieve this by replacing the
memoryless exponential interarrival process of the NBD repeat-buying component with a duration-dependent Erlang-k process.
The resulting model families are denoted BG/CNBD-k and MBG/CNBD-k, where k indicates the degree of regularity assumed in
the timing patterns. The attrition process of the latter model class (i.e., MBG) differs from the former by allowing for another drop-
out option after the initial purchase (see Batislam et al., 2007; Hoppe & Wagner, 2007).

The key contributions of this research are as follows: The newly developed models offer marketing analysts the option to ac-
count in their predictions for a wide range of purchase timing regularity. If the interevent timing process follows more regular
than random patterns, retaining the NBD assumption leads to an overestimation bias in the predictions. According to our simula-
tion study, this bias, on average, is just over 10% of incorrectly predicted future transactions even for only mildly regular timing
patterns. Our extensive simulation and empirical application studies also clearly illustrate that accounting adequately for regularity
can yield significantly improved prediction accuracy. In particular, we find that the MAE lift can increase by 13% for higher degrees
of regularity and medium to higher purchase rates; in the empirical settings we analyzed, the mean predictive errors can be re-
duced by up to 14% relative to the respective base model. Furthermore, the model generalizations presented in this paper nicely
nest their underlying base models as special cases (i.e., for k = 1). Thus, we add a more general and flexible alternative to the
original (M)BG/NBD models to the customer-base analyst's toolbox by extending NBD towards a CNBD-k timing model. This
gain in flexibility comes at an only moderate additional cost in terms of data requirements and computation time. The data struc-
ture required to derive the necessary summary statistics (i.e., recency, frequency, and the sum of logarithmized interpurchase
times) is simple and requires the same event logs as every other RF-based stochastic customer behavior model. Thus, we expect
13 Because of space restrictions and their overall superior performance compared to the other model variants, we only exhibit the plots for these twomodels and fo
datasets with k = 2.
14 For deriving the Pareto/GGGparameters, wemade 8000MCMCdraws in 4 chains in parallel using the implementation in the R-packageBTYDplus on a laptopwith
2.5GHz quad-core Intel Core i7 (to achieve convergence for the donations dataset, we had to increase to 32000 iterations). The BTYD R-package implementation wa
used for estimating the BG/NBD parameters. Note that the computational costs for deriving P(alive) are negligible for both the ML- and MCMC-based estimation
methods.
15 Note that for k=1, the computational costs for deriving conditional expectations for allML-basedmethods are negligible. For k=2, even approximations come at
computation cost, and the CNBD-k models become significantly slower but in practical settings still without problems.
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a wider range of practitioners to take advantage of improving the accuracy of their predictions in the presence of regularity.
Against the backdrop of our empirical findings and the diagnostic power of summary statistics, we recommend futuremodel users to

routinely quick-check their customer databases for purchase regularity (for example, by using the data-set-level Wheat and Morrison
(1990) estimator of regularity). However, the selection of an adequate k for the (M)BG/CNBD-k model should be based on log-
likelihood values. Even greater flexibility can be gained by moving to the considerably more computationally demanding Pareto/GGG
model (Platzer & Reutterer, 2016). This is particularly advisable if there is probable heterogeneity in regularity across individuals in
the customer cohort, paired with higher dropout rates, and enough observations per individual. However, both our simulation and em-
piricalmodel comparisons reveal that the gain in predictive accuracy of themodels developed in this paper comes very close to that of the
Pareto/GGG, despite forgoing a customer-specific level of regularity and assuming the degree of regularity to be shared across the whole
cohort. Moreover, to fully effectuate its strength in terms of improved predictions, the Pareto/GGG requires sufficient data to update its
individual-level regularity estimates. In many empirical settings with large shares of zero-repeat buyers and high dropout rates, this
individual-level information is missing, which makes the additional computational effort required by the Pareto/GGG less attractive.
From a practical perspective, we conclude that the proposed (M)BG/CNBD-kmodel families are a good “value-for-effort” compromise,
with the chance of increased predictive capacities in the case of regularities and model characteristics that make them scalable and
ready-to-implement in data-rich environments.

This research is clearly positioned in the tradition of stochastic models of customer-base analysis and thus shares with them
the assumption of stationary marketing activities. It is well documented in the relevant literature that not explicitly modeling
non-random marketing actions might result in biased predictions (e.g., Gupta, 1991; Rust et al., 2011; Schweidel & Knox, 2013).
For instance, Rust and colleagues demonstrated in an extensive simulation study using, among others, the BG/NBD for predicting
future customer profitability that the additional mean absolute percentage error introduced by not modeling marketing interven-
tions is around four to five percentage points (cf. Rust et al., 2011, pp. 289). However, any attempt to incorporate marketing co-
variates requires access to individual-level full purchase histories or at least a considerably more complex data structure (and a
related increase in modeling efforts) than expected from the modest model class we presented in this paper. Moreover, accounting
for possible endogeneity of marketing contacts complicates the model structures even more (Rust et al., 2011). In contrast, the
event logs of users or summary statistics derived therefrom are easily accessible for any marketing analyst, which makes the
models we presented implementable at low cost. In our research, we relaxed another assumption typically made by most stochas-
tic models, namely duration independence or the memoryless assumption of repeat buying. Here, we did this in continuous time,
but we expect similar gains in predictive accuracy when accounting for purchase regularity in discrete-time settings. Even though
the findings from our simulation studies let us expect the bias introduced by the proposed approximation of the conditional ex-
pected number of transactions being very small, it would certainly be interesting to generalize Schmittlein and Morrison's (1983)
derivation of an exact closed-form expression for a synchronous counting model combined with latent attrition.
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Appendix. Derivations

This appendix includes the derivations of the aggregate likelihood functions and key expressions of managerial interest pre-
sented in Sections 3.2 and 3.3. for the (M)BG/CNBD-k models.

Appendix A. Aggregate likelihood function

BG/CNBD-k
Toderive the likelihoodof a randomly chosen customer,we take the expectation of the individual-level results– see Eqs. (1) and (3) –

over the gamma mixing distributions for λ (assumption 2) and the beta mixing distribution for p (assumption 4):
L k; r;α; a; bjt1;…; tx; Tð Þ ¼ δx > 0
~t
Z 1

0

Z ∞

0
p 1−pð Þx−1λkxe−λtx f Γ λjr;αð Þ f Β pja; bð Þdλdp

þ ~t
Z 1

0

Z ∞

0
1−pð Þxλkxe−λT ∑k−1

j¼0
λ j T−txð Þ j

j!

 !
f Γ λjr;αð Þ f Β pja; bð Þdλdp
Model assumption 5 allows us to solve these integrals separately, and we do so by using the notations and results from Hoppe
and Wagner (2007):
IΓ i; j; r;αð Þ≔
Z ∞

0
λie−λj f Γ λjr;αð Þdλ ¼ αr

α þ jð Þrþi

Γ r þ ið Þ
Γ rð Þ
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IΒ i; j; a; bð Þ≔
Z 1

0
pi 1−pð Þ j f Β pja; bð Þdp ¼ Β aþ i; bþ jð Þ

Β a; bð Þ
This yields
LBG=CNBD−k k; r;α; a; bjt1;…; tx; Tð Þ
j

 !

~ ~ k−1 T−txð Þ
¼ δx > 0 t IΒ 1; x−1; a; bð Þ IΓ kx; tx; r;αð Þ þ t IΒ 0; x; a; bð Þ ∑ j¼0 j!

IΓ kxþ j; T ; r;αð Þ
¼ δx > 0
~t
Β aþ 1; bþ x−1ð Þ

Β a; bð Þ
αr

α þ txð Þrþkx

Γ r þ kxð Þ
Γ rð Þ þ ~t

Β a; bþ xð Þ
Β a; bð Þ ∑k−1

j¼0
T−txð Þ j

j!
αr

α þ Tð Þrþkxþ j

Γ r þ kxþ jð Þ
Γ rð Þ

 !
MBG/CNBD-k
Applying the same substitutions for the individual-level MBG/CNBD-k likelihood yields
LMBG=CNBD−k k; r;α; a; bjt1;…; tx; Tð Þ
  !

¼ ~t IΒ 1; x; a; bð Þ IΓ kx; tx; r;αð Þ þ ~t IΒ 0; xþ 1; a; bð Þ ∑k−1

j¼0
T−txð Þ j

j!
IΓ kxþ j; T; r;αð Þ

¼ ~t
Β aþ 1; bþ xð Þ

Β a; bð Þ
αr

α þ txð Þrþkx

Γ r þ kxð Þ
Γ rð Þ þ ~t

Β a; bþ xþ 1ð Þ
Β a; bð Þ ∑k−1

j¼0
T−txð Þ j

j!
αr

α þ Tð Þrþkxþ j

Γ r þ kxþ jð Þ
Γ rð Þ

 !
Appendix B. Probability of being alive

BG/CNBD-k

Deriving the probability of being alive is straightforward and follows the main argument from Fader et al.'s (2008) research
note on deriving PðaliveÞ for the BG/NBD model. The summands of the aggregate-level likelihood already reflect the two cases,
being alive at T and having dropped out at tx. Thus, by simply applying Bayes' Theorem we can express the probability of being
alive as
P aliveð Þ ¼ L …jaliveð Þ
L …ð Þ ¼ L …jaliveð Þ

L …jaliveð Þ þ L …jdeadð Þ ¼ 1þ L …jdeadð Þ
L …jaliveð Þ

� �−1
By substituting
L k; r;α; a; bjdeadð Þ ¼ δx > 0
~t
Β aþ 1; bþ x−1ð Þ

Β a; bð Þ
αr

α þ txð Þrþkx

Γ r þ kxð Þ
Γ rð Þ
L k; r;α; a; bjaliveð Þ ¼ ~t
Β a; bþ xð Þ
Β a; bð Þ ∑k−1

j¼0
T−txð Þ j

j!
αr

α þ Tð Þrþkxþ j

Γ r þ kxþ jð Þ
Γ rð Þ

 !

and using the relationship

B aþ 1; bð Þ ¼ a
aþ b

B a; bð Þ

we can reduce the fraction and simplify to

PBG=CNBD−k alive at Tjt1;…; tx; T; k; r;α; a; bð Þ ¼ 1þ δx > 0
a

bþ x−1
α þ T
α þ tx

� �rþkx

=∑k−1
j¼0

T−txð Þ j
j! α þ Tð Þ j

Γ r þ kxþ jð Þ
Γ rð Þ

 !−1
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MBG/CNBD-k

In analogous manner, we can simplify the fraction of the likelihood summands for the MBG/CNBD-k model to
PMBG=CNBD−k alive at T jt1;…; tx; T; k; r;α; a; bð Þ ¼ 1þ a
bþ x

α þ T
α þ tx

� �rþkx

=∑k−1
j¼0

T−txð Þ j
j! α þ Tð Þ j

Γ r þ kxþ jð Þ
Γ rð Þ

 !−1
Appendix C. Unconditional probability distribution of purchase frequencies

BG/CNBD-k

The probability of a randomly chosen customer encountering x transactions within time T is derived following Fader et al.
(2005a):
P X tð Þ ¼ xð Þ ¼ P alive after x−th purchaseð Þ � P tx ≤t and txþ1 > t
� �þ δx > 0 P dropout at x−th purchaseð Þ � P tx ≤tð Þ
P X tð Þ ¼ xjk;λ; pð Þ ¼ 1−pð Þx∑kxþk−1
j¼kx PPoisson X tð Þ ¼ jjλ;pð Þ þ δx > 0 p 1−pð Þx−1 1−∑kxþk−1

j¼0 PPoisson X tð Þ ¼ jjλ; pð Þ
� �
Substituting the Poisson pdf and integrating over the mixing distributions yields
PBG=CNBD−k X tð Þ ¼ xjk; r;α; a; bð Þ ¼ Β a; bþ xð Þ
Β a; bð Þ ∑kxþk−1

j¼kx
t j

j!
αr

α þ tð Þrþ j

Γ r þ jð Þ
Γ rð Þ

þ δx > 0
Β aþ 1; bþ x−1ð Þ

Β a; bð Þ 1−
Xkxþk−1

j¼0

t j

j!
αr

α þ tð Þrþ j

Γ r þ jð Þ
Γ rð Þ

0
@

1
A

Note, that the summands are the pdf of the Negative Binomial distribution (NBD):
PNBD X tð Þ ¼ jjr;αð Þ ¼ t j

j!
αr

α þ tð Þrþ j

Γ r þ jð Þ
Γ rð Þ
MBG/CNBD-k

Again, the derivations only differ in terms of one additional dropout opportunity at time t0:
PMBG=CNBD−k X tð Þ ¼ xjk; r;α; a; bð Þ ¼ Β a; bþ xþ 1ð Þ
Β a; bð Þ ∑kxþk−1

j¼kx
t j

j!
αr

α þ tð Þrþ j

Γ r þ jð Þ
Γ rð Þ

þ Β aþ 1; bþ xð Þ
Β a; bð Þ 1−∑kxþk−1

j¼0
t j

j!
αr

α þ tð Þrþ j

Γ r þ jð Þ
Γ rð Þ

 !
Appendix D. Unconditional expectation for condensed Poisson

The expected number of transactions for an active customer with exponentially distributed interevent times is known to be E(X
(t)|λ) = λt. The asynchronous counting process for Erlang-2 waiting times has an expectation of E(X(t)|λ) = λt/2 (Chatfield &
Goodhardt, 1973, p. 829). Similarly, we will now prove that the generalization for Erlang-k E(X(t)|k, λ) = λt/k also holds true. Re-
call that asynchronous counting for Erlang-k can also be seen as a censored counting of a Poisson process, where every kth event is
being counted. As we begin the counting independent of a particular initial event, the recording of r censored events can either
arise from recording rk, rk + 1, rk − 1, …, rk + k − 1 or rk − k + 1 uncensored events. Alternatively, from the opposite perspec-

tive, rk + j uncensored events result with probability k− j
k in r and with probability j

k in r + 1 censored events to be counted (for
213
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0 ≤ j ≤ k − 1). Using the compact notations P(r) for P(X(t) = r|k,λ) and PP(r) for PPoisson(X(t) = r|λ), we can therefore write the
expectation as
E X tð Þjk;λð Þ ¼
X∞
r¼1

r P rð Þ ¼
X∞
r¼1

r
Xk−1

j¼0

j
k
PP rk−kþ jð Þ þ

Xk−1

j¼0

k− j
k

PP rkþ jð Þ
0
@

1
A

¼ 1
k

X∞
r¼1

rk PP rkð Þ þ
Xk−1

j¼1

j
k2

∑∞
r¼1rk PP rk−kþ jð Þ þ k− j

k2
∑∞

r¼1rk PP rkþ jð Þ
� �
|fflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflffl{zfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflffl}

≕T j
Tj can be reduced to
T j ¼
j
k2

X
rk−kþ jð ÞPP rk−kþ jð Þ þ

X
k− jð ÞPP rk−kþ jð Þ

� �
þ k− j

k2
X

rkþ jð ÞPP rkþ jð Þ−
X

jPP rkþ jð Þ
� �

¼ j
k2

X
rk−kþ jð ÞPP rk−kþ jð Þ þ

X
k− jð ÞPP rk−kþ jð Þ

� �
þ k− j

k2
X

rk−kþ jð ÞPP rk−kþ jð Þ− jPP jð Þ−
X

jPP rk−kþ jð Þ þ jPP jð Þ
� �

¼ 1
k

X
rk−kþ jð ÞPP rk−kþ jð Þ
and we receive our previously stated result for the unconditional expected number for asynchronous counting:
E X tð Þjk;λð Þ ¼ 1
k
∑∞

r¼1rk PP rkð Þ þ∑k−1
j¼1

1
k
∑∞

r¼1 rk−kþ jð ÞPP rk−kþ jð Þ ¼ 1
k
∑∞

r¼1r PP rð Þ ¼ λt
k
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